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Abstract. This paper proposes an approach to path and motion planning for agents in
3D virtual environments. This type of planning must consider terrain settings, cost and
agent features. The problem is to find the least expensive path while adapting the path
to the environmental constraints. The proposed system is based on a parallel approach
that simultaneously considers all three parameters in the search procedure. It uses a genetic
algorithm with flexible parameters and variables adapted to different environments and agents
while conforming to time and cost constraints. After defining the approach, the research also
analyzes the GA model, its parameters and the defined optimization criteria and variables
for solution efficiency. The proposed system attained good results and provides adequate
solutions for various cases.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Path and motion planning for various agents in virtual environments plays an important role in a large variety
of applications, ranging from special effects in creative movies, interactive games and animated simulations
[15]. For efficient and effective path and motion planning, planners must consider a number of factors, among
them the nature of the environment itself and the specific agent. They must also seek to minimize costs.

Virtual environments vary widely and can range from static smooth environments to dynamic discontinuous
constrained terrain. The problem is to find the least expensive path from point A (Start) to point B (Goal),
while adapting it to the environmental constraints. Hence, planners must have the capability to adapt flexible
path and motion to various terrain settings, moreover, the nature of the agent. Agents differ in size, gait
and step features, thus requiring different path and motion planning considerations. For example, an agent
representing David would follow a different path and move differently than an agent representing Goliath,
especially in the case of discontinuous terrain. Another aspect of motion planning is cost, where energy=cost.
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Different steps, even for the same agent, have different defined costs and thus consume a different amount of
energy. This motion criteria tries to realistically mimic human or any other agents. Taking into account the
fact, that in reality human gait motion is performed with optimal energy consumption.

The above constraints indicate that a composite solution is required for path and motion planning. Con-
sidering only one factor without the others would yield a solution that is not adaptive. More precisely, the
resulting path would not meet the motion planning and minimal cost requirements and in some cases would
not be realizable for the particular agent.

In this study, we propose a new approach that incorporates the following three factors: motion planning,
the specific nature of each agent and flexibility of defining a different cost to each step. This parallel approach
considers all three parameters simultaneously in the search procedure. The goal is implemented by means of a
genetic algorithm (GA) that incorporates all the above factors while searching for the best solution. Because
path and motion planning is an integral part of the decision making systems, it must be time efficient, while
at the same time searching for the best solution. The proposed approach meets both these constraints.

Figure 1 illustrates the problem. In the figure, the goal appears as an orange disk close to the viewer, and
three possible paths and motions lead to the goal. Paths A and B reach the goal because the agents steps
are sufficiently large to overcome the discontinuity in the terrain constraint, while Path C is unable to reach
the goal. Although the agents moving along Path A and Path B both reach the goal, these paths may have
different costs as the agents steps are defined differently in terms of cost. For example, in both cases, the
paths may have the same length but the agents steps are combined differently, resulting in different costs.
The proposed system is sufficiently flexible to handle a wide range of cases. It provides the user a large range
of capabilities and parameters for defining agents and terrains.

Figure 1: Illustration of the problem definition.

In this work our contributions are threefold:

• Introduces and implements a flexible system that considers all the above factors in generating realistic
path and motion planning.

• Examines and researches the GA parameters influencing the solution space and results
• Explores the use of flexible parameters in portraying agents .

2 RELATED WORK

Creating realistic paths and motions for agents has applications ranging from the special effects industry to
interactive games [18] and simulations. Gamers often refer to this process as "pathing" [5]. This important
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problem has been the topic of extensive research. Among the early studies in this field are Bruderlin [2] and
Badler et al. [1]. Bruderlin et al. proposed a new approach for path finding in video games named Direction
Oriented Path finding (DOP) and compared this approach to widely used solutions such as that of Dijkstra,
A?, visibility graph and navigation mesh. DOP is based on generating an n-sided poly-based navigation mesh,
finding the shortest channel composed of a set of adjacent polygons to find the shortest path inside the
channel. Kuffner et al. [12] described both path planning and manipulative planning for agents by introducing
a two-stage approach that involved first finding the path in 2D using A? and then using a velocity model to
generate motions.

Balder and Liu [14] extended their work by using hardware acceleration that involves combining spatial
search with inverse kinematics and collision detection. Lui and Kuffner [13] introduce a Finite-state machine
(FSM) to define the movement capabilities of a particular agent was presented in while incorporating A?

searching. Given the motion trajectories of all the moving objects, the search algorithm used two interrelated
data structures: First, a tree with nodes that record explored states in the FSM, which continually expanded
during the search; Second, a priority queue of FSM states ordered according to cost. These states represent
potential nodes to be expanded during the next search iteration. Gleicher et al. [7] describe a method which
entails building a data structure of motion clips and then replaying these clips to generate motion. The motion
graph serves as a policy to specify a motion, represented by a sequence of transformations, for the CG model
skeleton in accordance with its state in space. Dynamic Animation of Human Walking is described in [5].
The authors propose the Key frame-Less animation of walking (KLAW) system which represents a hybrid
approach to the animation of human movements that combines goal-directed and dynamic motion control.
The approach operates at three levels: conceptual abstraction (high level), gait refinements (middle level)
and physical abstraction (low level). Jaklin et al. [9] describe a system for differential virtual environment
preference path finding known as Modified Indicative Routes and Navigation (MIRAN).

A different approach was presented by Kenwright [11], where animated human movements were represented
in the form of a low-dimensional rigid body comprising joint torques that produce worm like movements. While
this method facilitates creative movements, it lacks characteristic steps and is not flexible in representing
constraints. A more recent approach by Zhang et al. [24] also proposed combining A? search strategy and
poster adaptation in 3D, converting the path result into motion clips and testing for the lowest value of
connection. The work presented by Juarez et al. [10] outlined three cases of clips: frontal walking, arm
constraint frontal walking and lateral walking. The authors defined a set of behaviors and adapted these
to the correct movement using density-driven triangulation of the environment. Superheros animation for
unrealistic human agent abilities were introduced by [3]. Recent surveys on robot path planning are detailed in
[16], [23], [21], the authors provide a wide range of methodologies for solving path planning trajectories with
or without constraints. the surveys provide a detailed comparison on complexity and adaptation to specific
environment. The path planning methodologies do not incorporate adaptive motion possibilities and path
planning optimizations in the same time.

3 PROPOSED APPROACH

The motivation for using Genetic Algorithm (GA) is its advantage as a stochastic search algorithm and a
problem-solving methodology [17, 8]. It has advantages such as flexibility, adaptation, global search capability,
and its suitability for parallel computation.

GAs have been used to solve difficult problems with objective functions that are multi-model and multi-
constrained [19]. A wide range of genetic operators can be used to perform the crossover, mutations, and
reinsertion of potential solutions, among others, to generate the offspring population [22]. Some encoding
may cause the algorithm to create unfeasible solutions, or may change and enlarge the search space, making
it difficult to converge[6].
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The following algorithm represents the basic stages in finding the best path and motions. The algorithm
is self-explanatory and provides a good overview of the major stages.

Algorithm 1 - GA Path and Motion Planner
Input: initial position Spos, goal position Gpos , list of possible movements M1···n.
Output: path Solution between Spos and Gpos that consists of a sequence of movements from M1···n

,and angles.
1: procedure GAPATH(Spos, Gpos,M1···n)
2: Population← GenRandPop(M1···n)
3: while pathFound == false do . Run generation until pathfound RunXGens
4: for all Path p in Population do . Execute sequence angles of path
5: RunPath(p, Spos) . Epos path coordinates
6: p.RemainigDistance = Vector3.Distance(Gpos)
7: for i = 1:pathLength do
8: p.PathEnergy += p.step[i].Energy
9: end for . CollisionPenatly calculated RunPath if collision in path

10: p.PathEnergy += p.CollisionPenalty
11: if p.remainingDistance < 1 & p.PathEnergy < Threshold &

p.fitness < bestFitness then
12: pathFound = true
13: Solution = p
14: end if
15: Population = GenNewPop(Population,Spos, Gpos)
16: end for
17: newSolution = RunGenerations(Population)
18: end while
19: end procedure

3.1 Solution encoding

The first stage entailed encoding the solution. The goal in this encoding is to calculate the type of steps
(allowing repetition) and angles necessary for the animated character to reach its destination. In order to solve
this non-trivial NP-hard problem, the solutions were encoded into the chromosomes of the genetic algorithm
using the value encoding method, where the values for the chromosome strings take the form of pairs (#Step,
angle).

(#Step,Angle) (#1, 27) (#0,0) · · · (#6,10)

Since such a problem can be very complex and its solution can be quite lengthy, a long chromosome
with NULL movements (Do nothing in step 0, with zero angle represented by (#0, 0)), is defined. A path
is made up of steps, where each Step Si has its own energy cost SiEnergy, calculated according the data
values assigned to the motion of the step. The steps are flexible and the user can define them easily using the
systems’ GUI. In the following example, the step options incorporate five different steps (to be chosen by the
algorithm).
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The SiEnergy costs are modeled in the following manner:

#Step i Silength SiEnergy

1 0.25m X

2 0.50m 2x-ε

3 0.75m 3x-ε

4 1.00m 4x-ε

5 1.50m 6x-ε

3.2 Evaluation function

The second stage was to determine the fittnes function. This requires calculating the general cost of the path
(PathEnergy) by summing all the steps in the path as indicated by the following:

PathEnergy =
∑

si∈Path−Steps

SiEnergy (1)

Moreover, the way in which the parameter SiEnergy is calculated must discourage multiple step repetitions
for the solution. This is based on the logic that if the solution steps are repeated more often, the amount of
energy consumed will be higher since ε will be subtracted fewer times.

SiEnergy =
SiLength

SiLength
· SlEnergy − ε (2)

A path of length 2m can be solved either as 2xS4 or as 8xS1. Based on the way in which the variable
SiEnergy is defined, an energy path of 2xS4Energy yields better results.

For every path, the variable PathRemainingDistance is saved. This variable indicates the distance from
the goal after the selected path has been followed.

Each solution is evaluated by the PathScore of the calculated path. PathScore comprises the variables
PathEnergy and PathRemainingDistance, each of which has a weight factor to determine how it influences
fitness.

PathScore =
1

LenFactor · (PathRemainigDistance+ 1) + EnergyFactor · PathEnergy
(3)

where:
LenFactor - defines the importance of the PathRemainingDistance parameter to the fitness. As LenFactor
becomes larger, PathRemainingDistance becomes more significant in calculating the fitness. These leads to
the selection of solutions that arrive closer to the target at the expense of path efficiency considerations.
EnergyFactor - determines the significance of PathEnergy, that is, the importance of path optimality.

These two factors help users control their preferred method of searching for the path. By increasing
LenFactor relative to EnergyFactor, they assign less importance to path optimality. The path with the
largest PathScore is selected as the best solution for that specific generation. The evaluation variable
PathScore takes the PathRemainingDistance parameter into consideration in order to compare both com-
plete and incomplete paths, while assigning a lower (better) score to complete paths. By changing the
LenFactor and EnergyFactor parameters, the user can affect the solution selection

In certain situations, such as that of a map with no direct routes to the goal, by increasing the LenFactor
the user increases the significance of complete paths, thus assigning them a higher fitness score for selection.
By means of the fitness function, the user can determine the significance of each part of the equation.
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4 GENETIC ALGORITHM PARAMETER EVALUATION

In this stage of the study we examined the quality of the solution for various world maps based on the values
of LenFactor and EnergyFactor. This stage was performed to evaluate relevant parameters for concluding
the best values for serving best results [20, 4]. Accurate testing of the influence of these parameters involved
setting a fixed value for all other parameters in the algorithm. The following were set: Length of a chromosome
- PathLength = 30, Step energy control EpsilonMov = 0.1, Population size = 1000, Crossover rate = 0.9,
Mutation rate = 0.03.

Figure 2: Influence of LenFactor on different aspects of the quality of the solution in World-1.

In the evaluation process, the genetic algorithm was generated 40 times for each value change and then
averaged. In these experiments, a limit to the algorithm run time was set. A run with over 1000 generations
that did not yield an adequate result was deleted.
Figure 2 depicts the Generation and Path Energy where the GA optimization process has reached the termi-
nation point. These two criteria variables, provide measurements of solution quality. The figure depicts that
as LenFactor becomes larger compared to EnergyFactor, the results are achieved faster since the solutions
closer to complete paths will be selected for further recombination. The effect of their contribution to the
solution, will be taken into consideration in lesser importance. By the end of the run, the path will be suffi-
ciently refined to meet the stop condition of path energy below a certain threshold (default value is defined).
In the tested map World1, the solution of a somewhat straight path is quite trivial so that finding a complete
path is straightforward and consumes a minimal amount of run time. Refining the path to achieve better
results (fewer and longer steps) is more complex. LenFactor of 2.5 was chosen as a default for this world
since on average this value yields better StopPathEnergy while not influencing run time. As StopPathEnergy
improves, so does the quality of the solution.

In Figure 3 both graphs indicate that as the ratio between LenFactor/EnergyFactor gets smaller, the
amount of run time needed to find a solution increases. This ratio is what determines the quality of the
solution. As shown in Figure 3 (left) increasing the EnergyFactor up to 0.7 improves the StopPath Energy
without harming the StopGeneration. However, when the EnergyFactor exceeds 0.7, the ratio between
LenFactor/EnergyFactor is no longer beneficial, yielding unacceptable results. The time required to reach
a solution increases drastically without much improvement in the StopPathEnergy parameter. These experi-
ments clearly indicate that a value of 0.7 for the EnergyFactor parameter is better and more optima, yielding
a higher quality solution together with the previously found LenFactor = 2.5.
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Figure 3: Influence of EnergyFactor on different aspects of solution quality (left) influence of PathLength
on different aspects of the solution quality (right).

As path length increased, the algorithm was forced to find a longer solution, resulting in more generations
that were not adequate and longer run time. As Figure 3 (right) depicts, a value of PathLength = 30
yields the best solution with respect to StopEnergy and does not increase StopGeneration by a significant
amount. For this reason, the algorithm default was set at PathLength = 30.

GA parameters Analysis was done by running the algorithm and analyzing its results relative to the GA
parameters. The algorithm was run over 60 times for each change and the average results were used to
compare the parameters. The defaults of the algorithm for World1 were based on the results of the previous
experiments: LenFactor = 2.5 and EnergyFactor = 0.7.
Figure 4 (left) depicts, both low and high crossover rates. The high value represents a high rate of generations

Figure 4: Influence of Crossover Rate (left) and Mutation Rate (right) on different aspects of the solution
quality.

for termination, indicating that algorithm run time is slow. A high crossover rate represents a constant
improvement in the offspring of each generation. Nevertheless, if the crossover rate is too high, the run time
will correspondingly be too long. The default crossover rate was set at =0.85 since this value yields the best
result in terms of stop energy within in an acceptable amount of time.
Figure 4 (right) indicates that as mutation rate increases, so does the time needed to find a solution. This
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can be understood intuitively: If the mutation rate is higher, the chances are greater that perfectly solutions
will be changed. According to the results the best mutation rate for the proposed algorithm is 0.03. This rate
yields the best termination criteria (which in turn influences run time) as well as best stop energy criteria,
for the solution. Most of the parameters were set to the value that yielded the best StopEnergy, since a
lower StopEnergy value indicates a better solution. Nevertheless, finding a faster solution sometimes requires
making compromises and choosing values yielding lower solution energy. The above experiments were used to
determine the default values for the genetic algorithm that would enable it to find an optimal solution within
an optimal amount of time.
The final stage was to analyze a standard single run of the GA. In this stage we show that better solutions are
found as the generations progress.

Figure 5: Graph of the improvements in Path remaining distance for the solutions in each generation.

Figure 5 depicted as expected, better solutions slowly emerge as the generations progress until the termi-
nation condition is reached. The solution selected in each generation depends both on the path remaining
distance and on the path energy, as determined in the fitness score calculation. For this reason, the solution
fluctuates until a good balance is reached between the two parameters to yield the best solution with the best
fitness.

5 CASE STUDIES

This section describes two world environment cases. The developed system is very flexible and can receive any
input, with no size or content constraints. This experimental stage comprises five defined steps in which the
energy=cost values are defined by the user. The default values are in the form of uniform ascending values,
as shown on the right side of the window depicted in Figure 6.

The user can easily change the values through the GUI, with no restrictions on the START or GOAL
positions. The right side of the screen includes a list of parameters for the use of developers or users. These
include energy factor (cost), coordinate sensitivity, speed, and GA parameters. Users can easily change these
parameters in accordance with their requirements. The system enables users to choose different factors to
represent different agents in order to adapt the results to each agent. Some agents are heavier and slower
than others are and not all agents have the same step span. The system provides great flexibility in path
and motion planning according to each particular agent. The Figure depicts a discontinuous environment in
which the agents must follow a path from start to goal at minimal cost while meeting the step and system
parameters.
Case Study 1: World-1:
Simulations 1-3 represent results that differ in step cost, yielding different motions for different agent.

Simulation 1: The user required a path constructed from larger steps. To this end, the user imposed the
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Figure 6: World-1 with defined step costs.

Figure 7: World1 path and motion solution,with step restrictions of 3,4 and 5.

restriction of using only steps of 3,4,5 by stipulating that the values of energy cost in steps 1 and 2 be
respectively high. The actual values the user defined for the five steps were 80, 90, 4.5, 6, and 7.5, respectively.
Figure 7 depicts a 2D pixelated world that clearly shows the resulting path and motion planning. All the
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Figure 8: Simulations 2,3, where(a) and (b) the path and motion planning results.

Figure 9: (a) and (b) are detailed values of the steps in coordinated and angles, respectively.

steps from Start to Goal were taken from the stipulated group of steps (3,4,5) but given different costs. The
lower part of the figure indicates a list of steps and their exact positions and angles. Because this world is
defined as 2.5D, all heights are the same, while the user defined flexible Y coordinate as 1.6.
The lower part of the window shows the calculated parameters: fitness score and path energy (cost). The
remaining distance to the center target is a factor for use by the developers and is a result of the discrete
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pixelated world defined.
Based on these stipulations, the search strives to find a balance between number of generations (computing
time) and energy cost of the path found. As the goal of this work is for animation purposes, computation time
is crucial for achieving the smooth movements needed for realistic results. In the many of simulations run for
this users requirements, termination was achieved after fewer than 80 generations, so that computation time
was a non-constraining factor.
Simulations 2 and 3: Figure 8 and Figure 9 depict the results of path and motion planning for cases in which
the user imposed restrictions by giving preference to steps 1, 2 and 3. The two examples also assign different
energy costs for these steps, resulting in different paths and motions. Figure 9 respectively shows the detailed
steps that define the motion paths as well as the resulting calculated parameters. These two examples represent
for different agents with different energy costs for the steps. The last row in each figure indicates the total
cost of the the path, for this assignment. Path one as indicated results cost of 37.6 units, and the second
results 34.6.

Case Study 2: World-2:
Example 2 depicted in Figure 10 is a more complex world with a major obstacle, which highlights the

ability of the system to perform and to provide a very good solution in various conditions, all of them defined
by the user. The two simulations depicted in Figure 11 (left), differ in the costs for step sizes, adapting to the

Figure 10: World-2 with defined parameters.

simulated character in hand. Figure 11 (left) the costs for the steps are the following: 1,3 and 5 were defined
as 90 units for each step, and steps 2 and 4 as a value of 4. This process, provides steps 2 and 4 a dominance
of choice in the process of the GA optimization.

In Figure 11 (right) were all steps were defined in various costs but differing in less than 30 percents from
each other. Figure 12 depicts the set of coordinated and angles comprising of the path and detailed the steps
taken. the sum of the optimized path is indicated in the lower part of the figure, respectively.
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Figure 11: Simulations 2 and 3 results for path and motion planning.

Figure 12: Detailed values of steps’ coordinated and angles.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

This study describes a novel path and motion planning system for realization with animated characters in
simulations and games. The approach uses the genetic algorithm method together with flexible parameters
and variables adapted to different environments and characters. Motions are constrained by two parameters:
1) terrain, as tested on discontinuous cases, and 2) different kinds of steps, depicted by length, energy and
cost. The user can adjust the value of each of these parameter values as required. The research also analyzes
the GA model, its parameters and the defined optimization criteria and variables for solution efficiency. The
proposed system attained very good results and provided adequate solutions in real time for various cases. In
the future, the model and the software can be expanded to environments that are more complex than 3D, thus
requiring different environment chromosome representations. Another interesting topic would be to examine
dynamic environmental changes.
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